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Introduction

The platform.NET (pronounced “dot net”) is an integrated strategy and a range
of products of the company Microsoft, including environment for implementation of
programs, specialized servers, development tools and programming languages.

.NET is announced as a new initiative in the year 2000. To this point Microsoft
possesses the main market share for development tools as a whole1. One of the main
objectives of the initiative is to take up more active positions especially in web
development capabilities.

According to Microsoft, .NET is a strategy for connecting information, people,
systems and devices through software2 and embraces everything that the business
needs in order to develop and implement integrated information architecture: servers
for hosting services; development tools; applications which make use of them3.

Some of the basic characteristics of the initiative .NET are the following:
• It is a new platform for developing modern, object oriented applications in

plenty of programming languages;
• It provides a class library which is independent of languages;
• It allows initiation of web services;
• It guarantees access to allocated data.
The characteristics exposed correspond to the new development trends such as

allocation, components, software services and redirection to web. As a result of the
provided possibilities .NET is affirmed as one of the most widely used platforms for
software development.

The variety of technologies and devices of the platform.NET and their efficient
use in practice requires familiarity with its set of tools.

On this basis, the objective of this article is to introduce briefly and compare
programming languages, supported by the platform.NET, and draw conclusions
concerning its viability in developing different types of software applications.

1 2005 survey spots trends in software development.http://www.infoworld.com/d/developer-world/
2005-survey-spots-trends-in-software-development-443. 19.02.2014.

2 Overview of the .NET Framework. http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zw4w595w.aspx.
19.02.2014.

3 .NET Technology Guidance. http://www.microsoft.com/net/nettechnologyguidance. 19.02.2014.
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Nature of the platform.NET

The platform .NET consists of a multitude of different technologies and products:
.NET framework4, specialized servers, development tools, development languages
and hardware (client) devices. The supported types of applications and their
distinguishing characteristics are closely connected with the abilities of .NET
framework, which is at the core of the platform.NET.

.NET framework is a component of Windows, which provides a programming
model and environment for code implementation and monitors applications performance.

The .NET applications consist of the so called “managed code” (“managed code”).
After writing them in high-level programming language, they are transliterated to an
intermediate code (in intermediate language, called MSIL – Microsoft Intermediate
Language), which is stored in a pseudo-executable file. The intermediate code cannot
be executed directly from the processor. If an attempt arises to start a pseudo-
executable file, it is compiled to a machine code, and an additional code is added,
which supervises(manages); hence, it gets its term “managed code”.

As a main advantage of code managing, one can specify the opportunity for
better protection from illegal activities of the program fulfilled and safeguarding against
memory loss. However, at the same time, this leads to a lag in the speed of program
implementation.

.NET-framework supports several types of applications, focused on developing
applications for Windows, mobile devices and Internet. The applications for Windows
may be console (in text regime), with graphic interface, libraries, drivers and services.
Mobile devices applications are designed for cell phones and tablets. For Internet
ASP.NET web applications and web services can be developed.

The variety of application types which is supported by the platform .NET, is complemented
by their contingent scale, application domain and other factors. All this determines the necessity
for the appropriate choice of programming language in every single case.

.NET programming languages

The platform .NET is designed in a way that it supports a wide range of
programming languages. In theory, every high-level language can be compiled to MSIL
(viewed above). The Microsoft company, in its official capacity, has implemented
supports and offers by means of Visual Studio .NET and the compilers for .NET the
next programming languages:

• C/C++;
• C# (pronounced “С sharp”);
• BASIC (also called Visual BASIC .NET in order to differentiate clearly from

the traditional BASIC);
• F# (pronounced “F sharp”).

4 The term framework is translated into Bulgarian specialized literature in many different ways – as
“frame”, “environment”, “platform”. The present article prefers for clarity to use it in its English
variant.
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Till 2005 inclusive a language named J# (pronounced “J sharp”), based on Java,
was offered but because of lack of developers’ interest its support is terminated.

A study on the most widely spread programming languages5 (see table 1) shows
that the programming languages, supported by the platform .NET, are among the most
popular ones in practice (positions 1, 4, 5, 10 and 16). This necessitates the developers’
familiarity with the characteristic features of the languages and technologies offered.

Table 1

The most popular programming languages6

Every language mentioned above can be used to develop all types of applications,
inherent to the platform .NEТ, but there are some specifics in choosing the programming
language for every particular task.

Position Programming language Popularity of language (at total sum of
languages 100%)

1 C 18.3%

2 Java 17.3%

3 Objective-C 11.3%

4 C++ 6.9%

5 C# 6.5%

6 PHP 4.2%

7 (VIsual) BASIC 2.8%

8 Python 2.2%

9 JavaScript 1.9%

10 Visual BASIC .NET 1.8%

… … …

16 F# 0.6%

5 The study encompasses more than 200 programming languages.
6 TIOBE Software: Tiobe Index. http://www.tiobe.com/index.php/content/paperinfo/tpci/index.html.

22.02.2014.
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The most important difference between the programming languages, implemented
by Microsoft, is that only C and C++ support compilation to unmanaged machine
code. Although these characteristics make languages appropriate for development of
system software or software with specific high demands, most authors think that this
does not diminish their significance and capabilities when developing any kind of software,
including application with modern user interface7 and mobile applications8.

To a great extent the language C is a subdivision of C++, i.е. every program in C
is, in fact, a program in C++. On the other hand, not every program that is written in
C++, uses its extended capabilities (mainly object oriented programming). The largest
part of the programs written in C++, in fact use only the subdivision of capabilities,
which are common for C and C++, on account of which we can say that these programs
are written in C. For this reason, in the present article the two languages will be
viewed together under the symbol C/C++.

Except for being the only option for developing classical applications compiled in
advance, the language C/C++ retains the support of libraries Microsoft Foundation
Classes (MFC) and Active Template Library (ATL). On this account, the core
characteristic capabilities, which C/C++ gives are:

• An opportunity to write managed and unmanaged code, as well as combined
applications (i.е. simultaneously managed and unmanaged code in the same
application);

• Direct access to Windows resources and respectively a complete support of
Win32 API (Application Programming Interface, i.е. the functions of the
operating system itself), including structures, functions, messages, etc.

• Supports the development of specific types of applications such as drivers,
dynamic and static libraries, system services;

• A powerful language with potential for object oriented programming (only for
C++, including patterns, multiple inheritance), indices;

• Optimizing compiler and others
We think that the exposed characteristics of the language make it appropriate

for Windows applications, which require high speed and/or direct access to the functions
of the operating system (OS). The C/C++ resources for creating combined applications
from managed and unmanaged code allow quick interface design for specific
applications by means of managed code, while particular parts of the code, which
need higher performance speed and/or direct access to Win32 API, should be fulfilled
compiled in advance and unmanaged.

The analyses of C# and BASIC come to the conclusion that there exists “a co-
evolution …which minimizes the differences between the two languages”9. To a large
extent they are similar in reference to the core capabilities they afford10:

7 Fraser, S. Pro Visual C++/CLI and the .NET 3.5 Platform.Apress, 2008. Yosifovich, P. Mastering
Windows 8 C++ App Development. Packt Publishing, 2013.

8 Whitechapel, A., S. McKenna. Windows Phone 8 Development Internals (Developer Reference).
Microsoft Press, 2013.

9 Johnson, B. Professional Visual Studio 2012.Wrox, 2012, с. 278.
1 0 Esposito, D. Programming ASP.NET 3.5. Microsoft Press, 2008.
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• Generate (only) intermediate and subsequently managed code;
• Efficient support of .NET platform;
• easier syntax;
• quicker design of interface and lighter use of Windows facilities.
The above mentioned makes these programming languages appropriate for

relatively smaller and peculiar Windows applications, which do not require very high
performance speed and do not have large calculations and business logic. Of course,
they might help create more sizeable applications if restrictions concerning speed are
not significant or if the processing is done on different machines by technologies of the
type client- server.

With reorientation to Internet the basic use of the above mentioned languages is,
indeed, in developing web applications.

Still, these three programming languages have their differences, too. Some of
them will be reviewed in brief.

C# is based on the syntax of C/C++ and one can say, is a link between the
traditional C++/Visual C++ and the efficiency of Visual BASIC. According to its
potential, it is the most powerful language, optimized for the platform .NET.

Visual BASIC .NET is based on the traditional syntax of BASIC, with unique
characteristics such as initialization of variables, non defined variables, implicit public
access, etc.

The language F# has facilities that are analogous of C# and Visual BASIC, but
its peculiar functional characteristics make it applicable mainly if

there is a need for more complicated mathematical calculations, recursion,
algorithmically complex analyses of a large scale of data.11. These peculiarities together
with its hard syntax determine F# small scale of spread, mainly for specific parts of
applications.

On the basis of a large number of published tests and studies12, as well as the
above explored main characteristics of the programming languages on the platform
.NET and opinions of its analysts, a brief generalizing comparison between them is
drawn in table 2.

1 1 Hansen, M., H. Rischel. Functional Programming Using F#.Cambridge University Press, 2013.
1 2 Bansal, A. K. Introduction to Programming Languages. Chapman and Hall/CRC, 2014. Performance

comparison C++, C# and Java.http://www.tommti-systems.de/go.html?http://www.tommti-systems.de/
main-Dateien/reviews/languages/benchmarks.htm>. 22.02.2014. Microbenchmarking C++, C#, and
Java. http://www.drdobbs.com/cpp/microbenchmarking-c-c-and-java/184401976. 22.02.2014.
Comparison of C# and Visual Basic .NET.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_C_sharp
_and_Visual_Basic_.NET. 22.02.2014.
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Table 2

A comparison between programming languages in the platform .NET

The process of developing different types of software applications, as well as
the applications themselves, has specific requirements concerning programming means
and languages. Unfortunately, it is quite common for developers companies to use
languages which their experts know well from previous projects, though, they are not
appropriate for this particular case. This brings about inefficiency in applications
development and functioning. The available research as regards programming
languages lay down their basic characteristics, facilities, syntax and in some case –
advantages, but they do not give the right idea about their most appropriate use. To get
over this problem, we think, it is advisable to define the basic types of applications,
their characteristics and requirements because they are determinant when choosing
the proper programming language.

Types of applications and selection of programming language

On the basis of the implemented technologies all types of applications that are
supported by the platform .NET were exposed in the presentation laid above. On the
other hand, we suggest that the software applications should be classified in several
main groups, according to the combination of two of their most significant

Characteristics C/C++ C# BASIC F#

Managed code generation Yes yes yes yes

Unmanaged code generation Yes no no no

Combined code generation Yes no no no

Support of Win32 API Total partial partial partial

Development of web applications No yes yes yes

Code execution speed Excellent good good good

Development speed Very good excellent excellent Very good

Syntax–base C/C++ C/C++ BASIC ML/Lisp

Object-oriented facilities
excellent

(onlyC++)
Very good good good

Functional programming No no no yes
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characteristics: whether they are local (also called “desktop”) or web and whether
they are relatively complex or simple. In this way we can define four types of
applications:

• simple local applications;
• complex local applications;
• simple web applications;
• complex web applications.
Although it is difficult to differentiate accurately between relatively more complex

and more simple applications, it is assumed traditionally that applications having more
than 100 000 lines of code and/or inclusive of complicated calculations, hard to develop
and implement algorithms, etc. are considered “complex”13. On the other hand, applications
having fewer lines of code and/or more elementary logic are considered “simple”.

The simple local applications have limited functional scope, more elementary
logic, predominantly using read-only libraries, and/or external servers, and implemented
on the local computer. A typical example for simple local applications are the so called
prototypes in which before signing the real contract with a certain client a demonstrative
version with limited functionality and interface is developed in short terms. The purpose
of this is to obtain the client’s approval and feedback at the earliest possible stage.
Other similar applications are the client-server type, in which the complicated data
processing and data storage are not performed on the local computer but the task is
done by the centralized server. The local applications provide the required interface
for data access (e.g.in a network warehouse or accounting software). It can be
concluded that the simple local applications (particularly the prototypes) require a
programming language which allows quick development even though the code received
is not the optimal one as regards the speed of performance.

On the other hand, the complex local applications are applications which have
a huge code base, a wide range of functional tools, implementing sophisticated
algorithms, elaborate calculations, performed on the local computer. Typical examples
of such applications are the operating systems, themselves, the office software suite
(e.g. Microsoft Office), the graphic editors (e.g. Corel DRAW, Adobe Photoshop),
the software for video processing (e.g. Adobe Premiere, Avid), processing environments
(e.g. Visual Studio), the data basis management systems (e.g. Oracle), more
sophisticated games, etc. Applications such as drivers and system services fall into
this category, too. The complex local applications require first and foremost high code
performance, full access to operation system tools, including the lower levels.

Even the considerable redirection towards web development, one can still affirm
that web applications as a whole are relatively more elementary from the local
applications. Therefore, their division into simple and complex is provisional to a certain

13 Park, R. Software Size Measurement: A Framework for Counting Source Statements. Software
Engineering Institute. Carnegie Mellon University Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1996. Source Lines of
Code. Wikipedia. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Source_lines_of_code. 22.02.2014. For comparison –
the code of the operating system Windows XP consists of about 40 million lines, and those of the
graphic editor GIMP – about 650 000 lines.
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extent. Their main characteristic is that they are implemented remotely through the
web server mediation.

The specific nature of languages used for description of web pages, which are
text-based and have more limited functionality, is conductive to some traditional
difficulties mainly in fulfilling interaction with clients. That is why when developing all
types of web applications, it is necessary for the languages and tools used for
programming to facilitate and speed the interface design to the highest degree.

One can assume that simple web applications, similar to simple local applications
have more elementary logic, too. Their function, as well, is rather in the dynamic
generation of web pages and input and output of information (e.g. in/out of data base),
but without any considerable processing of it (such as a company site with representative
functions, electronic shop, etc.).

The complex web applications functionally are close to the local applications,
because they implement business logic and computations at higher degree but offer
web interface to their tools. Examples for such applications are the systems for sales
analyses and customer behavior in an electronic shop, web based data systems in
companies, web based systems for support of decision making, etc. The complex web
applications usually need more powerful and flexible language and if possible, higher
speed of code performance.

In compliance with the basic characteristics of programming languages (see
table 2) and the specified requirements of developing different types of applications, in
table 3 we suggest the most appropriate versions for a programming language choice.
Despite the fact that the present study is directed to the platform .NET, alternative
technologies and languages which might successfully be used for the respective types
of applications are included as guidelines.

Table 3

Appropriate programming languages for different types of applications

Application type Main requirements
Appropriate

.NET
language(s)

Other appropriate
languages/technol

ogies

Simple local
application Quick development C#, BASIC Delphi (more rarely

Java)

Complex local
application

High code speed, access to OS
tools C/C++ C++ (other

compilers)

Simple web
application Easy development of interface C#, BASIC PHP

Complex web
application

Easy development of interface,
relatively more powerful

language

C# (more
rarely

BASIC)

Java (more rarely
PHP)
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The languages C# and BASIC can be used for relatively simpler local applications
after the developer chooses the preferred syntax. These languages provide the required
development speed.

For the time being there is no real alternative for the development of complex
local applications, where the language C/C++ is the most appropriate and widely used
one, because of its speed of generated code and the access facilities to the operation
system.

Since web applications cannot be developed using C/C++, in this case the possible
options are the languages C# and BASIC. They both allow easy development of user
interface. C# may be preferred for more complicated web applications because it is
more powerful particularly in the domain of object-oriented facilities.

The language F# is not shown in table 3 because its characteristics have already
been reviewed. It is considered not appropriate enough for developing whole
applications, but for separate modules which might take advantage of its peculiar
tools, instead.

The increasingly wider spread of mobile devices and applications for them should
be noted as a topical trend which in the near future may cause a breakthrough in the
use of programming languages. For the time being Microsoft development tools can
only be used for Windows mobile devices which on their behalf have a very small
share14, to influence the use of programming languages.

In conclusion, it should be highlighted that the choice and use of an appropriate
programming language is of fundamental importance in developing software
applications. The analysis of the basic programming languages of the platform .NET
points out that they provide variable features and tools, which at some aspects are
similar whereas differ significantly at others. This implies that one cannot project the
best, all-purpose programming language but look for their feasibility as regards the
specific requirements.

On that account, the suggested here classification of applications as regards
their function and complexity determines the foundation of a technique for appropriate
programming language selection. The right choice of a programming language helps
the companies – developers of software as it lays the foundations for raising efficiency
of software development process and enhances the quality of the end-product. The
conclusions drawn can also be applied in the process of training students, as well as
experts in practice.

1 4 Mobile/Tablet Operating System Market Share. http://www.netmarketshare.com/operating-system-
market-share.aspx?qprid=8&qpcustomd=1. 22.02.2014.
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The platform .NET is an integrated strategy and a range of products of the company
Microsoft, which includes an environment for software programming, specialized servers,
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